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The Colonial City of Santo Domingo was the place where the European colonization of the Americas began
over 500 years ago. The City grew beyond its own walls and people migrated along with it. Hence, the old
city center ceased to be a desirable living place. Although now becoming as a vibrant locality, 22.8% of its
historic buildings remain uninhabited.
An empty building constitutes an open invitation to the detriment of the character of the built fabric.
Vacancy is the first step for a building toward its decay; therefore, the best way to protect a building is to
keep it occupied. However, when permanent solutions for safeguarding the historic fabric are not
immediately viable, the role of conservation should shift from dogmatic practices to embrace initiatives that
can spark innovative thoughts.

Fig 02. Operative Diagram
of the Platform for
Temporary Uses of Vacant
Buildings within the Colonial
City of Santo Domingo

Fig 01. Collage of Empty Buildings in the Colonial City of Santo Domingo

This study propose the concept of temporary
use as a potential conservation tool to
safeguard the built heritage placed at risk for
an extended vacancy period. When no budget
or a formal conservation program exists, but
there is a demand for free and affordable
spaces, temporary uses come to be the more
viable solution.
A platform for temporary uses of vacant
buildings within the Colonial City of Santo
Domingo is proposed as a result of this
investigation. The platform selects and
compiles a list of the vacant properties in the
World Heritage Site and subsequently, it
establishes specific management plans,
through which it offers advice on many aspects
of temporary use. Through this conservation
scheme, a longstanding and fruitful connection
between all the parties involved, and primarily
between the community and their historic site,
will be established. And most importantly, the
historic buildings will be reinserted both into
the urban fabric and in the memory of the
community.
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Fig 03. Platform Characteristics

